
International GIRLSCUP Bavaria 2018 

About the tournament 
„Girlscup Bavaria“ is an international youth tournament for girls, in the beautiful German state of 
Bavaria. The city, the tournament takes place is called „Ebersberg“ (30 km south-east of Munich). 
Only teams, which are invited personally are allowed to participate on the exclusive competition. 
The highlight next to the sport, is the bavarian banquet for all participants. Teams in the below 
listed age categories are allowed to participate:

B- girls (U-17) - born 1.1.2002 - and younger

Schedule:

Friday: Check in and accreditation (due to 9.00 pm)

Saturday: Preliminaries and bavarian banquet in the evening

Sunday: Finals and presentation ceremony (until 4.30 pm)

Rules 
1. Age category

Only younger players are allowed to start up in the applicable category. Participation of older 
players outside the age limits stated for each category is not allowed. In the case, that the player is 
older than allowed in the tournament rules, his/her team will be disqualified and their matches will 
not be counted.

2. Playing field

The tournament matches are played only in the indoor hall „Dr. Wintrich Halle“ with a playing field 
of 40m x 20m. Glue is allowed for all teams and age categories.

3. Tournament rules

The tournament follows the international rules approved by IHF

4. Balls

B-girls play with 54-56cm balls

5. Matches

A team is guaranteed to play a minimum of 5 matches. The playing time of all matches is 2 x 15 
minutes with 2 minutes break for changing the sides in preliminaries and 2 x 20 minutes with 5 
minutes break in finales. A maximum of 16 players can be nominated for the match, all of them 
have to be listed on the official Match protocol. There has to be listed minimally one leader and 
maximally four leaders from one team. Please check out www.forst-united.com for schedule and 
team information

6. Playing system

The preliminary round groups are based on the robin round system. Every team plays a minimum 
of 3 matches in the preliminary round group. Preliminary round group final rankings determine the 
constellation for the Sunday finals. The playing system in each category depends on the amount of 
participating teams, so the organizer is competent to change it.



7. Prove of identity

The tournament participants are obligated to prove their identity with passport or photo ID card. All 
of these documents must have a photo. Due to checkups we would like to ask the participants to 
always carry one of the documents with them. The organizer does not control the pertinence of the 
player to each club according to legislative rules of relevant federation.

8. Listings of players

Each club must, prior to their arrival (or the latest in the day of the arrival) send or present a list of 
all participating teams. The listing contains the names of all players, who are according to the 
tournament rules allowed to play for particular teams of the registered club. The listing should also 
contain at least one name of a team leader together with a mobile phone contact number that can 
be used during the tournament.

9. Medical services

The organizer would like to point out that all participants take part in the tournament at their own 
risk. In case of an injury that requires hospitalization, the participants are responsible themselves 
for the costs of the treatment or hospitalization charges. For hospital treatment is necessary to 
carry with you all the time your health insurance card or prove of travel insurance.

10. Tournaments jury

The jury will deal with all cases that are not stated in the IHF rules or in the official tournament 
regulations and also with any objections, complain or appeals that may occur during the 
tournament.

11. Awards to the best players

Based on the game performance in the first place-final match a specially appointed committee will 
select the best female player and the best goalkeeper

Accommodation
The accommodation for all teams is organized in school rooms close to the tournament hall. This 
service is for free. The organizer requires a deposit payment against possible damage for this type 
of accommodation. The deposit is refundable at the end of stay. Each team will get its own 
separate classroom. You have to organize own sleeping bags. The organizer can, in case of 
interest, try to arrange other types of lodging. The participants have also the possibility to arrange 
their own accommodation.

Arrival:

Please tell us the sort of your arrival. If you arrive by aircraft we will be able to organize a special 
transfers to Munich Airport. Pleas tell us the size of you bus, if you need special parking space.

Payments:

The Tournament fee for each club in the amount of 100,00 € has to be paid due to 25.7.2017. The 
deposit has to be payed in cash on arrival date to the organizer.

Food and beverages:

Our catering team offers a variety of dishes to suit all tastes. Besides a wide selection of snacks 
and cake buffet every day there is a varied lunch menu. The entire range is offered at very 
reasonable prices.



Saturday evening will be held the Bavarian banquet. All players and coaches are invited by the 
organizer. In addition, participating individuals must pay a fee of 15 €. Beverages are not included 
in the banquet.

Players choice:

Half Board service: We offer half board service to the participating teams. This includes dinner on 
friday evening, breakfast and dinner (banquet incl.1 softdrink) on saturday and also breakfast and 
lunch on sunday. The breakfast is a high quality buffet. For dinner and lunch we have several 
dishes to choose.

The fee for each player, coach or parents is: 35,00 €


